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ABSTRACT 

ULTIMA AS EARTH MOTHER IN RUDOLFO ANAYA'S 

BLESS ME, ULTIMA 

Elizabeth (Lisa) J. Davis 

December 1993 

Bless Me, Ultima is a bicultural novel of a young 

boy's journey into manhood. It is a story of a young boy 

who learns to walk in two contrasting cultures. 

The dual cultures that influence Antonio Marez's life 

create a personal conflict and turmoil in him; but he is 

able to resolve these dilermnas due to the spiritual 

nurturing by an Earth Mother--Ultima. Ultima, a curandera 

(folk healer), is the center of Antonio's world and guides 

him to understand the beauties and contradictions in 

humanity. As a mentor, Ultima aids Antonio in his search 

for values and principles in which to believe. 

Anaya's character Ultima possesses certain 

characteristics which guide Antonio through the hypocrisy, 

contradictions, and flawed dogma. Ultima's role as Earth 

Mother is assessed and viewed for the standpoint of the two 

cultures that are blended, yet in conflict, in a singular 

region and in a singular people. 
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CHAPTER I 

Journey to Manhood 

Mankind's concept of self-knowledge and the search for 

it has produced heroes and heroines represented 

symbolically as "everyman." The concept of self-revelation 

continues to be a constant theme in literature because of 

each character's unique approach and experiences during the 

journey to self-awareness. This theme of self-revelation 

works as a catalyst in constructing a journey or quest in 

which the character tests his values, his strengths, his 

weaknesses, and his identity. The journey to self

revelation is a struggle. This struggle can be physical, 

emotional, and spiritual; it can involve total redefinition 

of character. The heroic character often must wrestle with 

influences outside his control or domain. The revelation 

of self-awareness unveils when the character comes to terms 

with the challenges encountered throughout the journey. In 

literature, a narrative constructed as a heroic journey 

serves to explain man's need to find purpose. A frequent 

theme involved in the quest for self-awareness is 

maturation. 

1 



Events may force the character to act, or a prophecy 

may unfold and compel the hero to act and thereby set him 

upon a predestined path to self-awareness. The character 

finds self-awareness because of the hardships and 

experiences. The unique aspect of each hero's journey to 

self-awareness is the manner in which he faces each 

challenge put to him during the journey. 
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The concept of a character achieving maturation 

through trials and challenges to gain inner peace and 

self-awareness is referred to as a Bildungsroman. The 

traditional Bildungsroman, a story of a young man's journey 

into manhood or self-knowledge through the resolution of a 

series of conflicts, is a classic genre in both oral and 

written literature of many cultures. The characteristics 

of a Bildungsroman are: 

1) the hero leaves home or goes to school; 2) he 
undergoes a trial by his peers; 3) he is either 
accepted or learns to deal with his situations; 
or 4) he overcomes adversity; 5) in some way he 
is successful at some heroic act; or 6) he 
discovers who he is as a man and as a person in 
society; and 7) at the end of the novel he has 
integrated his consciousness, thus achieving 
self-definition and is ready to deal with the 
world on his own terms. (Gonzalez and Rebolledo 
109) 

To understand the construction and purpose of the 

Bildungsroman, it is important to examine its use and 

purpose. A comparison of Mark Twain's The Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn and Rudolfo Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima 
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reflects the corrunon elements of a Bildungsroman. The 

author's approach gives the journey its heroic qualities. 

A classic American Bildungsroman is Mark Twain's The 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Written in 1884, The 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is considered a picaresque 

novel or a rascal novel. In essence, it is a classic 

Bildungsroman using satire and humor. The Mississippi 

River serves as its symbolic landscape. The backdrop of 

the novel deals with the social issues of the nineteenth 

century such as slavery; but it also confronts worldly 

issues such as maturation, honesty, and loyalty. Mark 

Twain fashions Huck Finn from the archetypal heroes of 

traditional Bildungsroman lore: "The collective 

unconscious consists of components called 'archetypes,' 

units which represent in broad terms the most fundamental 

and universal elements of personality" (Clements 132). 

Huck Finn is presented as leaving home to prevent the 

widow Douglas from "civilizing" him. Huck rejects 

conventional society and embarks upon his journey 

accompanied by the runaway slave Jim. Each time Huck goes 

ashore he undergoes a trial as he seeks to hide his 

identity or Jim's whereabouts. Throughout the novel, Huck 

is reevaluating his personal set of morals with that of his 

society. Mark Twain uses humor and satire to present the 

challenges that Huck meets, but the maturation of Huck Finn 



is the goal of the journey. Mark Twain shows Huck's final 

step to maturity when Huck decides that Jim is worthy of 

freedom and he will be the instrument of Jim's escape. 

Huck consciously makes the choice to aid a runaway slave; 

he feels secure with his decision. He comes to terms with 

the repercussions his actions may cause. Having written 

Miss Watson to tell her of Jim's whereabouts, Huck has 

second thoughts: 
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I was the best friend Jim ever had in the world, 
and the only one he's got now; and then I 
happened to look around and see that paper. It 
was close place. I took it up, and held it in my 
hand. I was a trembling, because I'd got to 
decide, forever, betwixt two things, and I knowed 
it. I studied a minute, sort of holding my 
breath, and then says to myself: All right, 
then, I'll go to hell--and tore it up. (Mark 
Twain 388) 

Mark Twain uses the raft and the Mississippi River to 

symbolize the peace and brotherhood that exist between Huck 

and Jim. Through this peace Huck is able to come to terms 

with his self-awareness. 

Like The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Rudolfo 

Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima is a well-crafted Bildungsroman. 

It is set in the twentieth century in the American 

Southwest. Whereas Mark Twain relies upon satire and humor 

to expose the hypocrisy and dishonesty Huck observes in . 

mankind, Anaya utilizes mysticism and curanderismo in Bless 

Me, Ultima to examine the dark natures of man. 
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The issue of integration is a main focus of Anaya's 

work. 
/ 

His main character, Antonio Marez, needs to 

integrate into his consciousness two heritages, two 

cultures, two sets of beliefs--folk belief and Catholic 

doctrine that he has inherited as his legacy. 

Antonio must integrate his own mestizaje heritage. As 

Anaya has stated in an interview of March 30, 1993, the 

twentieth-century Chicano must understand his mestizaje 

heritage--the heritage of the European Spaniard and the 

native Indian blood of the Western hemisphere. This 

heritage is complex because the Chicano must also 

understand these two heritages are to be nurtured and 

preserved upon American soil (Anaya). It is with this idea 

of the complexities of the Chicano heritage that Anaya has 

fashioned Antonio's journey to self-awareness: 

In Bless Me, Ultima (1972) Rudolfo Anaya draws a 
vivid picture of traditional rural Spanish
American culture of the recent past . Through his 
characters, especially the folk figures of the 
curandera and the bruja, he takes the reader into 
that traditional society where the sacred and 
secular worlds closely intertwine--a world that 
is different from the largely secular 
contemporary urban society of most readers. In 
order to understand and appreciate the novel, one 
needs to pay particular attention to four 
different aspects of traditional culture: la 
familia and the roles of children, adults and the 
aged; the conflicts in a traditional patriarchal 
family between the roles of women and men; the 
roles of beliefs about and attitudes toward the 
curandera and the bruja; and the close ties 
between the sacred and secular life in 
traditional society. (Mitchell 55) 



The New Mexican landscape of Anaya is as profound as 

the Mississippi River of Mark Twain in the symbolic 

portrayal of inner peace and tranquility. Cecil Robinson 

has observed: 
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New Mexico is the locale of one of the most 
impressive of the Chicano novels, Bless Me, 
Ultima by Rudolfo Anaya, and it seems not only 
right but almost inevitable that a literary work 
of beauty, subtlety, and profundity, written by a 
native son, should arise from that area. It is 
as though the region had been storing up its 
treasures all those years waiting for the right 
hand to touch it so as to yield them up. 
(Robinson 325) 

The llano (plain) on which Antonio is born and reared is 

representative of the landscape of inner peace he seeks 

through self-awareness. 

Anaya's use of mysticism gives Bless Me, Ultima a 

varied and multidimensional aspect. It is because of the 

mysticism in the novel that Anaya creates the character 

Ultima and gives her the task of being Antonio's spiritual 

guide throughout his journey: 

Often considered a part of the Hispanic 
character, mysticism ... signifies contempla
tion, devotion, recollectedness, tranquility and 
singleness of purpose which, in turn, affirm the 
power of human will. A mystical understanding of 
life forms an integral part of this region's 
cultural and social fabric because of Hispanic, 
Indian, and. Anglo elements. (Gerdes 240) 

This mystical element seeks to explain Ultima's importa~ce 

in the novel. Her importance as a spiritual guide is 

crucial to Antonio's success in integrating his experiences 
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and consciousness: "Tony, with his distinctly divided 

family heritage, becomes an archetype of the cultural 

heritage of the contemporary Mexican" (Ray 25). Ultima's 

knowledge of the folkways and her soothing presence combine 

to create an atmosphere of self-discovery for Antonio. At 

such an early age Antonio is incapable of establishing some 

type of integration between the legacies he is heir to. 

The resolution of these conflicting legacies is the purpose 

of Ultima's mentoring of Antonio: 

Rudolfo Anaya strikes a deep chord in portraying 
two primordial ways of relating to the earth, the 
pastoral and the agricultural. Bless Me, Ultima, 
is not a quaint, historical sketch of rural 
folkways, but rather a dialectical exploration of 
the contradictions between lifestyles and 
cultures. (Lamadrid 496) 

These contradictions are evident in the characters. 

Antonio is six years old when the novel begins. He has yet 

to see the evils that men can do. Ultima is an 

anachronism, a curandera. As a midwife and folkhealer, she 

has seen life come into the world and has seen it guided 

and molded by church doctrine and formal education. 

Ultima, who has not been formally educated, possesses the 

answers of life and knows its lessons. 

The uniting of opposites works successfully for Anaya 

in the twentieth century as it did for Mark Twain in the 

nineteenth century. Mark Twain uses Jim, the runaway 

slave, as Huck's mentor: "For all of his own ignorance, 
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Jim is, in general, a helpful, sage, sober, self-

respecting, affectionate and unbigoted human being. . a 

true father figure throughout the story" (Bier 459). Jim's 

and Huck's racial background is the immediate difference 

the reader recognizes in Huckleberry Finn. Although Jim is 

not educated, he uses common sense to guide Huck. Huck is 

young and given to pranks, but it is Jim who berates Huck 

for his insensitivity for which Huck is remorseful: 

'En when I wake up en fine you back ag'in, all 
safe en soun', de tears come, en I coud'a got 
down on my knees en kiss yo' foot.' Then he got 
up slow and walked to the wigwam, and went in 
there without saying anything but that. . It 
made me feel so mean I could almost kissed his 
foot to get him to take it back. It was fifteen 
minutes before I could work myself up to go and 
humble myself ... but I done it and I wasn't 
sorry for it afterward, neither. (Mark Twain 
273) 

This action establishes Jim as mentor and as a father 

figure to Huck. Jim is also the most oppressed of the 

novel's characters, but it is on the raft and the 

Mississippi River that Jim speaks of freedom. Huck, to the 

other children, is the freest of people. He does not 

attend school; he drifts upon the Mississippi River 

whenever he wants, and he is not held to the conventional 

standards of society. Jim longs for his family, even 

saying that he would return and purchase their freedom 

while Huck is running from his drunken father. Mark Twain 
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offers these opposites in order to unite these two 

characters on their journey through corruption, hypocrisy, 

and greed: 

The primary narrative itself, once the main 
action starts, involves Huck's faking his own 
murder to escape captivity at the older Finn's 
place and then traces Huck's--as well as Jim's-
flight to freedom. That prime narrative theme 
paradoxically requires a sustaining human 
attachment. (Bier 459) 

Just as Huck comes to understand himself by 

withdrawing to the peace on the raft, Antonio learns from 

Ultima on the llano, where there is peace and tranquility. 

It is on the llano that Antonio gains his spiritual 

strength to integrate the mestizaje legacy. It is on the 

raft that Huck decides that he would not betray Jim. 

Huck's decision that he would rather go to hell than betray 

Jim is symbolic of the hero's integration of his 

consciousness with that of his self-awareness. It is an 

act of courage and determination that reflects a new order. 

Antonio's quest for self-awareness becomes complicated 

when his spiritual mentor, Ultima, is accused of being a 

witch or bruja. The oppression of Ultima leads Antonio to 

continue questioning the lack of goodness in man and how he 

could ever be their priest. Ultima is rooted in the old 

ways, the folkways of her ancestors. Antonio, at this 

point, feels rootless. It is Ultima's nurturing of Antonio 

that determines his ability to love mankind and his 



heritage. Ultima provides security, but at the same time 

her community suspects her of witchery when she is solely 

performing actions characteristic of an archetypal Earth 

Mother. 
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To aid Antonio successfully to maturation and self

discovery, Ultima must help Antonio see the ambivalence in 

the world in which he lives: / 

"Antonio Marez, the 

protagonist, undergoes two initiations at the same time: a 

shamanic initiation into priesthood and the passage from 

childhood toward manhood" (Vallejos 8). 



CHAPTER II 

Ultima: La Virgen, La Curandera, and La Bruja 

With the arrival of the Spaniards from the Old World, 

a new religion was brought to the shores of the New World. 

With this new religion, new gods and goddesses forged their 

way into the spiritual consciousness of an indigenous 

people. The ancient religions of the New World's native 

people had been inclusive of and receptive to legends and 

beliefs from neighboring tribes and empires. Many native 

people borrowed deities from neighboring tribes and 

fashioned these deities to reflect their morals, mores, and 

practices. 

When the Spaniards conquered the New World and made 

Catholicism its official religion, the natives did not 

exclude this new religion from being absorbed into their 

eclectic practices. The brutal oppression by the Spaniards 

of the natives is the reason the natives rejected this 

religion: 

The forceful conquest of the Pueblos by the 
Spaniards and the imposition of their Christian 
deities and leaders was a familiar process to the 
Indians. As a result of the warfare that had 
plagued their world, they understood very well 
the habits of victors: how they imposed their 
tribal gods, their chiefs, and their rituals. · 
(Gutierrez 64) 

11 
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Since the Indians suffered such brutality at the hands 

of the Spaniards and witnessed the Spaniards' efforts to 

obliterate their gods, they outwardly appeared to accept 

the Catholic religion. In an effort to preserve their own 

heritage, the Indians blended the beliefs of their 

ancestors with the dogma of the Catholic church. 

The blending of Catholicism and the Pueblo tradition 

is described in the following passage by Ramon Gutierrez: 

This union of the Indian natural and Christian 
supernatural was particularly pronounced in the 
cult of the saints. When ordinary saints were 
depicted, powerful animals were placed next to 
them. St. James rode atop a horse crushing the 
head of a serpent, oxen pulled the plow of St. 
Isidro, and St. Francis was surrounded by birds 
and beasts. The evangelists were represented not 
as four men, but as an eagle, a lion, an owl, and 
a bird (angel). Of course one could argue that 
these were ancient Christian motifs that were 
particularly pronounced in Franciscan mystical 
thought. Why, then, does St. Raphael hold a 
native fish? Why is San Procopio leading a New 
Mexican deer up a mystical ladder? Why is Our 
Lady of Guadalupe crushing the head of a native 
turkey that holds arrows in its claws? These 
images have no apparent European origin. 
(Gutierrez 166) 

It is this legacy of blending in which Anaya portrays the 

many perceptions of Ultima. 

Ultima, la Virgen, has two concepts. Because of the 

influence of Catholicism and the obliteration of native 

religions, the first conception of Ultima is to perceive 

her as La Virgen de Guadalupe. Another perception of 

Ultima is one of the ancient archetypal virgin. The image 
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of the ancient virgin is one created from the myths of the 

Great Goddess, the Moon Goddess. The goddesses Demeter, 

Artemis, Kali, and Shing Moo molded the concept of virgin 

and represented characteristics much different from La 

Virgen de Guadalupe. 

The comparison of La Virgen de Guadalupe and Ultima is 

well expressed in Bless Me, Ultima. Anaya's use of imagery 

of the moon blends the ancient myths of the Moon Goddess 

with that of the Virgin Mary. When Antonio seeks refuge 

from the deadly chaos that claims Lupito's life, he 

describes the moon as "the Virgin's horned moon" (21). The 

imagery of the horned moon is used to symbolize the 

relationship of Virgin and Child: Ultima, the virgin, and 

Antonio, the child. In ancient mythology, the crescent 

moon or horned moon symbolizes the goddess as a virgin. 

To Antonio, Ultima is the moon goddess and la Virgen. 

He associates the solace of the moonlight with Ultima's 

strength and resolve: "Ultima's spirit bathed me with its 

strong resolution" (Ultima 21). 

To show the kindness and intuitive nature of Ultima 

and her qualities as a goddess, Anaya creates a brief 

tumultuous dream sequence experienced by Antonio. The 

dream sequence describes Antonio's mother's anguish when 

she is praying to the Virgin to safely return her sons to 

her. In the dream Antonio shouts, "Mother of God!" (42) in 
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anguish; "then I felt Ultima's hand on my forehead and I 

could sleep again" (Ultima 43). The reference to "Mother 

of God" (43) is ambiguous. Antonio is asking for Mary, the 

Mother of God. Ultima's presence represents the Mother of 

God. Ultima, la Virgen, attends to Antonio's needs. Her 

presence is soothing. She comforts Antonio. He calls her 

by name and she is there to carry his burdens. This basic 

idea reflects Catholicism's teachings of the Virgin. Mary 

intercedes for her Son. It is her intuition that guides 

her to her earth-bound children and comforts them in times 

of difficulty. 

Ultima's identification with divinity is important in 

her role as a goddess. Several incidents show the divinity 

of Ultima. Sunday, when Ultima attends church with the 

/ Marez family, there are whispers. Some whisper, "Es una 

mujer que no ha pecado. " (Ultima 30). This quote can 

be interpreted in two ways. To say she is without sin is 

to say she is the ultimate in goodness. Ultima's life has 

been one of self-sacrifice. Antonio's mother describes how 

unselfish Ultima was when she braved blizzards to deliver 

babies, how she did not refuse anyone her services in a 

time of need. This description reinforces Ultima's 

goodness; but it also associates her with divinity and . 

omnipotence, qualities of a god. It is said that Ultima is 

able to "snatch someone from the jaws of death" (3). This 
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statement alludes to her divinity and supernatural powers. 

It confirms her ability to perform miracles. It elevates 

her to sainthood. Only saints, through the Heavenly 

Father, can perform miracles. Saints are considered to be 

without sin since God chooses to do his work through them. 

The divinity of Ultima is seen when Antonio attends 

school for the first time. La Grande blesses the family 

even Antonio's father. Antonio mentions that "there was no 

sound" (51), but at the same time Ultima places her hand on 

Antonio's head and he feels a great force, a spiritual 

force. Anaya's portrayal of this blessing represents 

Mary's function in Catholic doctrine as the protectoress of 

the family. 

Again, Anaya uses the theme of "Es una mujer que no ha 

pecado" (Ultima 96), after Ultima's healing of Antonio's 

Uncle Lucas. Anaya reaffirms the divinity of Ultima. The 

only woman, without original sin, according to Catholic 

doctrine, is the Virgin Mary, La Virgen de Guadalupe. 

Ultima takes on this role through the symbolic gesture of 

one of Antonio's aunts. She kneels and touches the hem of 

Ultima's dress. This is an act of homage, humility, and 

devotion. These are acts humans reserve for gods and 

saints: 

Ultima functions in a surrogate role, as flesh 
and blood incarnation of the Virgin, and because 
of her own miracles of healing and deliverance 
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she is thought to be a saint herself by those she 
cures, and by Antonio's mother and, of course, 
Antonio, who she blesses in the name of 
goodness . . (Gish 11) 

Ultima symbolizes the ancient, original use of the 

word virgin. A virgin is an unmarried woman. According to 

Esther Harding, a virgin is a woman whose acts are 

independent of husband, father, or consort. In Greek 

mythology, the virgin, Athena, Goddess of Wisdom, patroness 

of weaving, is often depicted as a fully armed war goddess. 

She is accompanied by the owl and the snake. The owl 

represents good and favorable conditions, and the serpent 

is a symbol of her earlier association with fertility. On 

her right is the symbol of victory, Nike. Like Athena, 

Ultima's tona is the owl; her wisdom is respected in the 

community and her victories against Death are numerous. 

Another goddess known as a virgin goddess is Artemis, 

twin sister of the god Apollo (the sun god). Artemis is 

primarily concerned with females, especially the physical 

aspects of their life cycle, including menstruation, 

childbirth, and death. Legends of Artemis demonstrate her 

fierce protection of her privacy and solitude. Ultima's 

life as a curandera, a midwife, involves her in the most 

intimate phases of women's lives like Artemis. Like 

Artemis, she is an enigma, her origins unknown, but her 

generosity is legendary. 
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The term virgin can be applicable to Athena, Artemis, 

or the Catholic Madonna or Ultima. There are other 

concepts of the idea of the word virgin: 

The other form of 'being-a-maiden' occurs in the 
woman who is self-sufficient whether she be wife, 
mother, or whatever. She is a person 'at one 
with herself,' as Esther Harding put it. This 
unity is the essence of Artemis, symbolically 
understood. She is precisely not the feminine 
counter-part to a masculine divinity; her 
divinity belongs to herself. On the level of 
personal feminine psychology, this form of 
virginity is the attitude that makes a woman 
independent of the 'one oughts,' those 
conventional beliefs and practices to which her 
own viewpoint does not accede. The motive force 
behind such an independent attitude is not 
personal; it is directed toward a super-personal 
goal, toward a relationship to the Goddess. 
(Weigle 81) 

This idea of virgin is expressive of Ultima. Ultima does 

not lend herself to stereotypical roles women have 

traditionally followed in the Hispanic culture. For 

example, Ultima stands against Tenorio; she alone 

challenges him to lift the curse from Antonio's Uncle 

Lucas. When Tenorio and the mob come to the M~rez's home 

to accuse Ultima of brujer{a, Ultima does not shrink from 

the anger of the men. In her resolve, Ultima knows she is 

innocent of the accusations. Ultima does not allow herself 

to be perceived as a frightened, old woman being helplessly 

maligned by a group of determined, emotional men. Ultima's 

confidence and strength force the men to turn away with 

their false words. During this scene, Anaya used the word 
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strength several times to reiterate Ultima's control and 

resolve during the ordeal: 

At that moment I heard Ultirna's owl hoot a danger 
cry outside. There was someone out there: I 
looked at Ultima and saw her smile vanish. She 
held her head high, as if sniffing the wind, and 
the strength I had seen when she dealt with 
Tenorio at the bar filled her face. She, too, 
had heard the owl. (Ultima 121) 

When Ultima is confronted with walking through the door 

that holds the Holy Cross made of juniper needles, she does 

not show fear. She defiantly retorts, "'who is it that 

accuses me?' . .. Her voice was very clear and powerful" 

(Ultima 127). There is no fear in Ultima; she is aware of 

her own power. 

Ultima's fearless actions are in contrast to those of 

Mar{a M~rez during this turbulent scene: "' ! Ave Mar[a 

Pur{sima!' 

around her 

. She went to Ultima and put her arms 

. You must take her away, hide her until 

/ 

this evil story is ended" (Ultima 121). Mrs. Marez acts in 

a passive manner by calling on the Virgin Mother and then 

suggesting a passive solution to the situation: "'Ay' my 

mother choked a sob and crossed her forehead" (Ultima 121). 

Her actions and words are representative of her lack of 

control of the situation, her inability to be effectual. 

These words and actions represent traditional, 

stereotypical roles often associated with women in the 

Hispanic culture: 
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In brief, the main characteristics of the Mexican 
women (in literature) are her masochism 
dependency, and submission to the male. . The 
woman's values, attitudes and behavior combine to 
define her as hopelessly trapped within a passive 
role. Manifestations of her passivity are her 
ineffectuality, humility and virtue, lack of 
initiative, dependency, . and lack of social 
control. (Hinds and Tatum 149) 

During the confrontation with the mob, Mrs. Marez takes on 

a passive and helpless role contrary to Ultima's role as a 

source of strength and power. 

Anaya presents Ultima in a nontraditional and 

independent role because of her vocation as curandera. The 

role of curandera is a vehicle to break the mold of the 

traditional, passive woman: 

The curanderas utilize their strength, 
confidence, and courage to break out of 
traditional cultural roles reserved for women in 
Hispanic society. Curanderas, while seeming 
to be the exception to the documented patterns 
for women within their culture, do not really 
reject their heritage; they use its positive 
attributes, its structure--family and religion-
as foundations on which to stand to call 
attention to themselves and their power to heal. 
(Perrone 96) 

It is the art of curanderismo that allows Ultima to reach 

her full potential as a woman. These powers derived from 

curanderismo allow her to guide Antonio spiritually to his 

destiny. To understand Ultima's strength and resolve, one 

must understand her vocation as a curandera: 

curanderismo consist of a set of folk medical 
beliefs, rituals, and practices that seem to 
address the psychological, spiritual, and social 
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needs of traditional ... people. It is a 
complex system of folk medicine with its own 
theoretical, diagnostic, and therapeutic aspects. 
Curanderismo is conceptually holistic in nature; 
no separation is made between the mind and the 
body, as in western medicine and psychology. 
Curanderismo, simply, is the art of Hispanic 
healing. (Perrone 86) 

Because of her reknowned powers of healing, Ultima is 

greatly respected as a curandera. Her controversial role 

as curandera slowly develops. Anaya takes great pains to 

unfold gradually the white magic of the curandera. 

Ultima's first healing takes place with Antonio after the 

death of Lupita. Antonio is cut by the underbrush at the 

riverside while witnessing Lupito's death. Antonio suffers 

from shock, mentally and spiritually. It is his first 

encounter with the loss of innocence: 

I turned and ran. The dark shadows of the river 
enveloped me as I raced for the safety of home. 
Branches whipped at my face and cut it, and vines 
and tree trunks caught at my feet and tripped me. 
In my headlong rush I disturbed sleeping birds, 
and their shrill cries and slapping wings hit my 
face. The horror of darkness had never been so 
complete as it was for me that night. (Ultima 
20) 

Ultima "rescues" Antonio in his traumatic ascent to 

the house. Bruised, cut, and blinded by the darkness, 

Ultima reaches out and grabs Antonio's hand and guides him 

into the house. There, she nurses his cuts: 

There was a bitter taste in my mouth. I 
remembered the remedy Ultima had given me after 
my frightful flight from the river. I looked at 
my arms and felt my face. I had received cuts 
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from tree branches before and I knew that the 
next day the cuts were red with dry blood and 
that the welts were sore. But last night's cuts 
were only pink lines on my flesh, and there was 
no pain. There was a strange power in Ultima's 
medicine. (Ultima 23) 

Antonio exper i ences the healing power of Ultima. This 

healing of Antonio by Ultima is Antonio's first step in his 

initiation into shamantic priesthood. 

Ultima, as curandera , is not called upon again until 

Antonio's Uncle Pedro comes to ask Ultima to cure his 

brother, Lucas. Meanwhile, Ultima takes Antonio on her 

search for the healing plants of her trade. The power of 

Ultima's white magic is unknown, and the reader is unaware 

of her powers as a curandera total: 

A curandera total holds the highest position 
on the hierarchical Hispanic ladder of 
healing. . This designation includes all the 
various subspecialities: herbs, midwifery, 
massage, and spiritual techniques. Only the most 
powerful of healers call themselves curanderas 
total .... Curanderas total utilize ritualism 
and symbolism in their art and are able to move 
in and out of dimensions not bound to 
earth--spiritual and the mystical . (Perrone 90) 

Anaya constructs the character of Ultima as a curandera 

total. Ultima is wise about the hearts of men and their 

ways; and she is adept in the healing of spiritual and 

bodily diseases. Her gravest task as curandera total is to 

heal Antonio's uncle Lucas. Her enemies, Tenorio and his 

daughters, are formidable. 
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When Uncle Lucas falls ill, Antonio's uncles retrieve 

a medical doctor from nearby Las Vegas; he is unsuccessful. 

The priest at El Puerto is asked to lift the spell; he 

fails. The sterile scientific world of modern technology 

fails to cure Lucas; and the spiritual dogma of the church 

fails him also. It is Ultima, curandera total, who aids 

Lucas when he suffers from physical and spiritual 

deterioration. Ultima knows the extent of the powerful 

curse. She explains that tampering with a man's fate will 

upset an equilibrium that no one would be able to control, 

but she does not refuse this task. 

When Ultima arrives in El Puerto, she makes the 

comment that "Farmers should be farming" (85). The people 

stare because they are in awe and are curious about the 

curandera. Grandfather Luna explains to her that it has 

been a long time since a curandera had come to cure someone 

in the town. Anaya's purpose for this scene is to show 

that the people of El Puerto have lost faith in the 

religion of their ancestors. Lucas is symbolic of the 

village of El Puerto and the patriarchal society's 

spiritual separation from their ancestral roots. Ultima 

is the embodiment of goodness and compassion that has 

been forgotten in the village. Upon Ultima's emergence 

from the house, after curing Lucas, someone exclaims, 

• A th r whi' spers 'He chi' cera, bruJ· a'" "' La curandera. no e , _ 
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(Ultima 96). Bauder comments on the villagers' inability 

to recognize the power of a curandera: 

The Christian people of El Puerto, however, are 
ambivalent towards Ultima, even after she heals 
Antonio's uncle .... Their ambivalence can be 
seen as an effect of the diluted spirituality 
that Christianity has forced upon them." (Bauder 
46) 

Bauder's statement on the villagers' ambivalence and 

diluted spirituality is a reference to the European 

influences that shaped the American continent. 

Their acceptance of Catholicism and the inheritance of 

their indigenous past are in conflict. The villagers' 

inability to resolve this conflict takes faith--a faith in 

the old ways that they are reluctant to accept. Another 

impediment to the villagers' spiritual strength is a 

convoluted interpretation of Catholic teachings on healing, 

women and witchcraft. The church's complex history, as 

described by Perrone, clouds the villagers' ability to see 

Ultima as the healer she is: 

Europe's traditional doctors were women: clan 
mothers, priestesses of healing shrines, 
midwives, nurses (vilas). Women's 'charms and 
spells' were virtually the only repository of 
practical medicine. As the Spanish Inquisition 
gained momentum, the very fact that such women 
could accomplish 'miraculous' cures made them 
highly suspect of having powers also to harm. It 
was reasoned that they gained their power from 
being in league with the devil, or the dark 
forces. The Catholic Church designated these 
healers as 'witches,' and the link between 
medicine, witchcraft, and women was forged in a 
lasting manner. (Perrone 17 0) 
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In their eagerness to reject black magic, the people 

of El Puerto reject the white magic of Ultima. Among 

certain indigenous Indian tribes, black magic was 

acknowledged as well as white magic. Their belief was that 

to know the difference in black magic and white magic was 

to utilize the power of good. The tribes' philosophy, 

summarized by Perrone, defines the powers of good and evil: 

Good power presents itself to an individual after 
meditation and prayer, making its best wishes 
known to that particular person. Evil power can 
be obtained by (1) a person allowing evil powers 
to enter himself or herself and accepting the 
full knowledge of what such powers mean; or (2) a 
person having the power to do good and twisting 
it to wicked ends. (Perrone 18 4) 

Anaya takes this philosophy a step further. He 

acknowledges that good and evil can originate from one 

source, but it is compassion that man can use as a positive 

force to direct his life, just as Ultima uses her power and 

compassion for the good of others. 

There are incidences in Bless Me, Ultima when the 

actions of Ultima could be readily associated with black 

magic. The clay dolls, the black bag, the scraps of cloth 

and the ceremonial chanting are commonly associated with 

sinister elements of black magic. Antonio understands the 

power of a good curandera and attempts to explain the 

ambivalent receptions Ultima undergoes based on her 

profession: 
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Ultima was a curandera, a woman who knew the 
herbs and remedies of the ancients, a miracle
worker who could heal the sick. And I had heard 
that Ultima could lift the curses laid by brujas, 
that she could exorcise the evil the witches 
planted in people to make them sick. And because 
a curandera had this power she was misunderstood 
and often suspected of practicing witchcraft 
herself. (Ultima 4) 

Perceptions of Ultima from Antonio's narratives are of 

a surrogate mother, a blessed virgin, and a spiritual 

guide, one who soothes his young and questioning heart. 

During the healing scene, Anaya focuses solely on Ultima. 

Ultima's actions must be seen clearly and understood as 

white magic. It is a classic duel between evil and good. 

The powers of magic originate from one source, but it is 

the principal souls involved that will determine the 

outcome. Antonio carefully observes Ultima's movements: 

When she had finished mixing her herbs she let 
the small bowl simmer on the stove, then she took 
from her black bag a large lump of fresh, black 
clay .... Then she sat by the candlelight and 
sang as she worked the wet clay .... When she 
was through I saw that she had molded three 
dolls. They were lifelike ... she took the 
warm melted wax from the candle and covered the 
clay dolls with it so they took on the color of 
flesh. When they had cooled she dressed the 
three dolls with scraps of cloth which she took 
from her black bag. (Ultima 93) 

There are three references to the color black in this 

passage. During this passage, Anaya invites the reader to 

observe and determine the symbolism of the black bag, the 

black clay, the burning of the candle, and the scraps of 
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cloth. Anaya presents a thin line between white magic and 

black magic. The paradox of good and evil is the focal 

point of the passage. 

Antonio continues to observe Ultima's actions. He 

hears her sing and looks to see her. He observes: "She 

lifted the three dolls and held them to my sick uncle's 

mouth, and when he breathed on them they seemed to squirm 

in her hands. I shuddered to see those clay dolls take 

life" (Ultima 94). Antonio's faith in Ultima tells him 

this work is white magic, magic performed to do good. 

Ultima tells Antonio that the Trementina sisters do 

evil because they choose to do evilo They choose to cast 

spells "instead of working" (92). Anaya uses "working" in 

relation to working for the good of the community, for the 

good of the people. Unlike Ultima, the Trementinas have 

chosen to pursue evil. Ultima's powers are formidable 

because she has chosen to do good with her powers. It is 

white magic that Ultima practices: 

Only through the practice of white magic can 
spells be overcome and the balance of nature 
restored to the world. Anaya has created for us 
a mythical world which provides glimpses of 
experience at once contemporary and ancient, 
rational and non-rational, Christian and 
pre-Christian. (Bauder 42) 

This realm is the world in which Ultima engages in her 

life's work. Her world consists of many paradoxes that can 

be easily upset. Her task is to maintain a balance between 
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white magic and the good that it serves mankind and 

people's misconception of this magic. 

Antonio witnesses the power of white magic and its 

ability to combat evil; afterward he must endure the taunts 

and threats of those disconnected from the knowledge of its 

power. Before the exorcism of Lucas, Ultima warns Antonio 

of what may happen if he becomes a follower of 

curanderismo: 

She turned to me. 'Do you want to help your 
uncle, Antonio?' she asked. 'Yes,' I replied. 
'It will be hard,' she said. 'I do not mind,' I 
answered, 'I want to help.' 'And if people say 
you walk in the footsteps of a curandera, will 
you be ashamed?' 'No, I will be proud, Ultima,' 
I said emphatically. (Ultima 84) 

When Antonio returns to school, he is taunted by the other 

boys. Ernie accuses Ultima of being a witch; then Horse 

follows with accusations of Antonio's being able to perform 

"magic" also. Antonio becomes physically ill and vomits. 

This action is repulsive to the meddlers, but Antonio must 

yet prove his loyalty to Ultima and his faith in 

curanderismo. 

Antonio witnesses the trials and tribulations of the 

art of curanderismo. It is the nonbelievers that condemn 

it as witchcraft. The night Tenorio and the mob came to 

the Mci"rez home to accuse Ul tima of witchcraft, Antonio is 

able to see that good is in constant battle with evil and 

that the path of one who practices curanderismo will not be 
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an easy one. Tenorio and the mob come to seek revenge from 

Ultima. Tenorio blames Ultima for the death of his 

daughter. Tenorio and the mob yell, "Give us the witch! 

Give us the witch!" (Ultima 124). Narciso, the town drunk, 

describes a test to expose a witch. Cruz Sedillo, one of 

the mob, agrees: "It is true that no person of evil, no 

bruja, can walk through a door guarded by the sign of the 

Holy Cross" (Ultima 126). Ultima agrees to the test. 

Ultima's owl stalks Tenorio and gouges out his eye. In the 

confusion, Ultima walks through the door. Antonio 

describes the sad scene afterwards: 

Ultima took a step towards the men and they fell 
back. They could not understand why the owl had 
attacked Tenorio, they could not understand the 
power of Ultima. But she had walked through the 
door, and so the power of la curandera was good. 
(Ultima 127) 

The mob is satisfied. Antonio finds the cross broken and 

on the ground. Anaya challenges the reader to believe, to 

believe that magic and ~mysticism do exist in the world and 

to believe that the perception of that magic is determined 

through the heart of man. 

After this episode, Antonio must defend his reputation 

among his peers again. Ernie accuses Antonio of 

benefitting from witchcraft when he passes two grades: 

'He has a witch to help him,' Ernie 
sneered .... Ernie spit and swung to face me, 
'but at least we don't have a witch around our 
house!' 'Hey yeah! Tony's got a witch. I heard 
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about it this summer!' 'Is that right, 
Tony?' Florence asked. 'She blinded a man!' Able 
nodded vigorously. 'How?' 'Witchcraft--' 
They were around me now, looking at me ... 
'She is not a witch, she is a good woman,' I 
answered. 'You calling me a liar!' Ernie shouted 
in my face .... 'Yes,' I shouted in his 
face .... Then Ernie's arms snapped out and the 
football he was holding hit me full on my face. 
I instinctively struck out and felt my fist land 
on his chin. 'Fight! Fight!'. . No one 
teased me about Ultima after that. If I had been 
willing to take on Ernie I guess they figured 
that I would fight anybody. It wasn't worth it. 
And besides, behind the force that Red and Samuel 
would lend me in a fight lay the powerful, 
unknown magic of Ultima. (Ultima 140) 

This defense of Ultima and an unquestioning belief in 

Ultima's goodness are Antonio's full acceptance into the 

spiritual world of curanderismo and shamanism. 

Ultima's perception as la bruja, la curandera, and la 

virgen, combine to explain the forces of good and evil, and 

the Indian paganism of the duality of man and nature. 

Through these perceptions and forces, Ultima teaches 

Antonio the compassion and knowledge he needs to know as he 

walks in the footsteps of a curandera. 



CHAPTER III 

Ultima: Earth Mother 

Historically, women have been portrayed as Earth 

Mothers in literature. The earth mother characters are 

those who act as a symbolic force of stability against the 

raging forces of chaos. These Earth Mothers have evolved 

into archetypal heroines of unshakable faith. 

Anaya chooses the image of the archetypal Earth Mother 

to symbolize the blending of cultures, beliefs, and 

traditions of Catholicism and Indian paganism. The 

character Ultima in Rudolfo Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima is an 

Earth Mother derived from these blended cultures. It is 

the image of the Earth Mother that enables Anaya to mold 

his character of Ultima and create her role as spiritual 

/ 

guide for Antonio Marez, the folk hero of the novel. 

The character Ultima possesses several characteristics 

of the Great Goddess. Malpezzi summarizes these qualities 

associated with the archetypal Earth Mother: 

She is associated with what is strong, enduring, 
and timeless in nature. Because of her cunning, 
her intelligence, her strength, her role . in 
fiction has been traditionally delegated to men 
rather than to women. (Malpezzi 104) 

30 
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Malpezzi explains the impact of Ultima's presence in Bless 

Me, Ultima: "This role in itself is a remarkable one, for 

in the world of modern fiction there are few Cumaean 

sibyls" (Malpezzi 107). 

In the written text and oral tradition, the archetypal 

Earth Mother is portrayed through symbols or colors 

associated with the Earth. Phrases such as "the salt of 

the earth," or colors occurring naturally in nature--brown, 

green, blue, and white--are affiliated with descriptions of 

an Earth Mother. Often events surrounding the Earth Mother 

are descriptions of natural occurrences. When Antonio 

meets Ultima for the first time, he describes her 

appearance in Earth tones: "Her face was brown and very 

wrinkled. When she smiled her teeth were brown" (Ultima 

8). It is when Antonio approaches Ultima to greet her that 

he experiences the beauty of nature: 

'Antonio,' she smiled. She took my hand and I 
felt the power of a whirlwind sweep around me. 
Her eyes swept the surrounding hills and through 
them I saw for the first time the wild beauty of 
our hills and the magic of the green river. My 
nostrils quivered as I felt the song of the 
mockingbirds and the drone of the grasshoppers 
mingle with the pulse of the earth. The four 
directions of the llano met in me, and the white 
sun shone on my soul. The granules of sand at my 
feet and the sun and sky above me seemed to 
dissolve into one strange, complete being. 
(Ultima 11) 

This passage describes Antonio's feelings of peace and 

tranquility. These emotions are symbolic of the power an 
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Earth Mother has over human nature. Antonio feels "the 

pulse of the earth" as he becomes aware of life and the 

essence of the Earth Mother, Ultima. Anaya emphasizes the 

senses of sight, sound, and touch to demonstrate how lost 

or disconnected man is without a connection to Mother 

Earth. 

After the greetings, as the family begins to enter the 

house, Antonio continues to describe his impressions of 

Ultima: 

As Ultima walked past me I smelled for the first 
time a trace of the sweet fragrance of herbs that 
always lingered in her wake. Many years later, 
long after Ultima was gone and I had grown to be 
a man, I would awaken sometimes at night and 
think I caught a scent of her fragrance in the 
cool-night breeze. (Ultima 11) 

Through the sense of smell, Antonio, the man, recalls the 

memory of Ultima. Anaya reinforces the archetypal Earth 

Mother's total control of her domain through the use of the 

senses. Antonio's descriptions of Ultima indicate that she 

and the Earth are one. 

Other images and characteristics associated with an 

Earth Mother are those of intelligence, wisdom, and 

resourcefulness. Ultima demonstrates these qualities in 

her healing of Antonio's uncle Lucas. When asked to attend 

Lucas, Ultima accepts the task. She explains to Pedro, 

Lucas' brother, that this task is not easy. She is aware 

of the origin of the curse; and, because of her compassion, 
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she corrunits herself to the task. Ultima cautions the 

others that it is unwise to tamper with a man's fate. "I 

will go with one understanding," Ultima cautioned. She 

raised her finger and pointed at both of them. The gaze of 

her clear eyes held them transfixed: 

'You must understand that when anybody, bruja or 
curandera, priest or sinner, tampers with the 
fate of man that sometimes a chain of events is 
set into motion over which no one will have 
ultimate control. You must be willing to accept 
this responsibility. ' ' (Ultima 80) 

Ultima has the wisdom to know that the events that will 

take place will need the strength and resourcefulness of an 

Earth Mother. 

Ultima does not deceive herself about the challenge 

she is given. She faces two challenges at the healing. 

She must cure Lucas and fight the evil Trementina sisters. 

Her battle is with witchcraft and its cohorts. Next, she 

must consider her role as teacher. The healing is her 

opportunity to demonstrate to Antonio that good can 

confront evil and emerge victorious. She is the vessel of 

knowledge--Earth Mother--a giver of nourishment and life. 

Before the task of healing Lucas, Ultima confronts 

Tenorio, the sorcerer, face to face, cara a cara in order 

to demonstrate the strength and bravery of an Earth Mother. 

Ultima challenges Tenorio to look her in her face. She 

belies her strength and power by referring to herself as 
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"an old woman" (87). During Ultima's confrontation with 

Tenorio, a storm arises. True to the natures of Earth 

Mothers, there are two faces. Antonio sees the frail, 

loving, old woman who is full of knowledge and nourishment 

that his young heart seeks: "She stood tall, with a 

nobleness to her stature that I had seen often when we 

walked on the llano. She was not afraid, and so I tried to 

stand like her and put my fears out of my heart" (Ultima 

8 6) • 

Tenorio sees the Terrible Mother who possesses the 

dark nature of the Earth Mother which can destroy the very 

life it has created. At the moment of the confrontation, 

the natural scene changes: 

A strange, dark whirlwind swept through the dusty 
street and cried mournfully around the corner of 
the saloon. The storm which had been around us 
broke and the rising dust seemed to shut off the 
light of the sun. It grew dark in the room. 
(Ultima 87) 

Tenorio continues to threaten Ultima, but she knows 

she has the advantage. She is cunning by appearing to be 

in need of Tenorio's pity; but Ultima shocks Tenorio by 

telling him the full extent of her powers: 

'I do not fear your threats, Tenorio,' Ultima 
says calmly. 'You well know my powers were given 
to me by el hombre volador--' At the mention of 
this grea~healer from Las Pasturas, Tenorio drew 
back as if slapped in the face by an invisible 
power. (Ultima 88) 



Ultima knew she could not reason with Tenorio, but she 

wanted him to know the futility of his spell . 
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The portrayal of Earth Mothers through history has 

been ambivalent. Ancient people associated the yielding of 

crops by the Earth as a kind, positive trait, whereas a 

disaster of unexplained proportion reflected the cruel 

nature of an Earth Mother. Earth Mothers have been 

portrayed as having the ability to create life and have 

been referred to as the Great Devourer of man. In 

addition, Earth Mothers are called upon to resolve conflict 

and restore balance to the cosmos (man and his universe). 

The ancient Mayan myths of Ix Chel confirm the native 

people's concept of an Earth Mother. Folklorist Kay Turner 

cites that ancient Mayan women modeled themselves after the 

image of the goddess Ix Chel. The goddess Ix Chel 

parallels Ultima in many ways: 

Ix Chel is Lady-Unique-Inclination-of-the-Night, 
moon goddess of the Americas .... she was still 
actively worshipped at the time of the Spanish 
Conquest of Mexico .... The history of Ix 
Chel's reign before the Conquest probably extends 
back to the early beginning of Mayan culture 
especially in her function as Earth Mother and 
goddess of becoming (i.e. birth). (Weigle 166) 

Ix Chel functions as a confidante to women. As "Moon 

Patroness of Birth," she is greatly respected and is 

worshipped. Ultima parallels Ix Chel in that as a midwife, 



she performs a needed service to women. Her title of "la 

Grande" affirms this respect. Based on ancient belief, 

"the moon is the place of generation" (Weigle 166); 

therefore, the bringing forth of life is a sacred task 

entrusted to the gods. Ultima's role as a midwife makes 

her a representative of Ix Che! in the community of 

Guadalupe. 
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Like the Mayan goddess, there is a strong association 

among Ultima, the moonlight, and her mystical powers. The 

moon and moonlight are indicative of Ix Che! and Ultima as 

Earth Mothers. Moonlight is associated with Earth Mothers 

because of its beauty and mystery. Antonio's description 

of a chaotic night is followed by a serene description of 

the sky: "My heart was pounding and my lungs hurt, but a 

calmness had come over the moonlight night . it was 

quiet and peaceful in the blue night. The sky sparkled 

with a million stars and the Virgin's horned moon ... " 

(Ultima 21). In many ancient myths, the crescent moon 

symbolizes the internal strength and earthly bonds of the 

Earth Mother. The references to the "blue night" implies 

that the beaming of the moonlight is the strength of the 

Earth Mother that reigns over the calm and solitude of the 

night. 

There are three major incidents in Bless Me, Ultima 

that take place under the moonlight. It is in the 
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moonlight, the blue night, in which Antonio witnesses 

Lupito's violent demise. It is in the bath of the moon's 

light that Ultima is accused of brujer{a by Tenorio and the 

mob. It is also in the shining moonlight that Ultima, in 

her final moments, surrenders her earthly life. 

The reference to the "Virgin's horned moon" (21) 

parallels Ultima and Ix Chel as having the same divinity as 

the Virgin Mary. The comparison also encompasses Ultima 

and Ix Chel as the archetypal virgins of mythology. Weigle 

confirms the divinity of Ix Chel from past legends: 

In ancient days she (Ix Chel) was Ix Hun Ahau, 
translated as Lady Number One, associated with 
the primordial emergence of meaning. She was 
called virgin, one-in-herself. Like all the 
great goddesses, she was a woman unto herself. 
(Weigle 167) 

Anaya suggests the idea of reestablishing the original 

divinity of the feminine character. Anaya expresses 

through Antonio that the belief in a Great Goddess, the 

Earth Mother, would be better for mankind: 

Why couldn't there be a god who would never 
punish his people, a god who would be forgiving 
all the time? Perhaps the Virgin Mary was such a 
god? She had forgiven the people who killed her 
son. She always forgave. Perhaps the best god 
would be like a woman, because only women really 
knew how to forgive. (Ultima 130) 

The qualities of compassion and forgiveness are 

considered characteristics of femininity. Antonio's 
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question and reflection represent his rejection of Catholic 

dogma and his acceptance of the powers of an Earth Mother. 

His objectivity in viewing his world has increased because 

of the shamanistic influences of Ultima, the Earth Mother. 



CHAPTER IV 

The Lessons of Ultima 

For the children of the llano in Rudolfo Anaya's Bless 

Me, Ultima, the age of innocence is a time when caution is 

abandoned, actions are carefree, and happiness is 

unlimited. For Antonio Marez, this age of innocence is 

slowly transformed through several incidents in the town of 

Guadalupe from a time of peace to a time of turbulence and 

doubt. These incidents affect Antonio's perceptions of his 

family and friends, his community, and himself. The loss 

of innocence is inevitable in the cycle of life. How a 

person survives tumultuous events that slowly erode 

innocence is an underlying theme in Rudolfo Anaya's Bless 

Me, Ultima. 

/ 
The main character, Antonio Marez, begins to 

experience the loss of innocence during the summer before 

his seventh birthday. Antonio relives his birth through a 

dream. The theme of his dream is the inheritance of two 

distinct, different bloodlines--the blood of his mother, 

the Lunas, and the blood of his father, the Marezes. The 

dream is symbolic of Antonio's search for his destiny. The 

dream is a prelude to his journey to maturation. 
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In the dream Antonio sees a woman who bites the 

umbilical cord with her teeth and lays the baby beside his 

mother. While the family members of each side clamor and 

argue over the destiny of the newborn child, the old woman 

cries, "Cease. I pulled this baby into the light of 

life, so I will bury the afterbirth and the cord that once 

linked him to eternity. Only I will know his destiny" 

(Ul tima 6) . 

Anaya uses the first dream sequence to symbolize the 

beginning of the loss of innocence for Antonio. The dream 

sequence also illustrates the lack of cohesion surrounding 

Antonio's life. Antonio's destiny is with time, a time to 

understand who he is, what he is, and what he must do to 

belong to this world. This dream foreshadows as well the 

coming of Antonio's spiritual tutor, Ultima. 

Because Ultima alone knows the destiny of Antonio, she 

returns to the bosom of the M~rez family to act as a 

spiritual guide for Antonio. Since she alone knows his 

destiny, it is her duty to teach, mentor, and nourish her 

young charge; so begins the relationship of mentor and 

student between Ultima and Antonio. 

Throughout the novel, Ultima refers to Antonio only as 

"Antonio," not as "Tony," the name his family and friends 

use. Antonio prefers to call Ultima by her name, not by 

the courteous title "Grande," a title used by the family 



and adult friends of Ultima. The sense of naming 

establishes their relationship as a special relationship. 

When Antonio greets Ultima for the first time, their 

relationship as guide and disciple begins: / "'Buenos dias 

le de Dios, Ultima,' I muttered. I saw in her eyes my 

dream. I saw the old woman who had delivered me from my 

mother's womb. I knew she held the secret of my destiny" 
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(Ultirna 11). Ultirna acknowledges Antonio's recognition of 

her as his spiritual guide. The trials and tribulations 

that both teacher and student share are not long in corning. 

The first lesson Ultirna and Antonio encounter is the 

death of Lupito, the war veteran. Lupito shoots the town 

sheriff. The men corner Lupito at the river. All the men 

agree that the war had done strange things to him; but some 

want to apprehend Lupito and others want to kill him. 

Antonio witnesses the chaotic scene from the underbrushes 

at the riverside. Lupito draws the fire of the men on the 

bridge. He is shot dead. Antonio sees Lupito fall back, 

and he hears Lupito's death rattle. Frightened, shocked, 

and crying, Antonio runs home. With this thoughts racing, 

Antonio tries to make sense of what he has just witnessed: 

The men of the town had murdered Lupito. But he 
had murdered the sheriff. They said the war had 
made him crazy. The prayers for Lupito mixed 
into the prayers for my brothers. So many 
different thoughts raced through my mind that I 
felt dizzy, and very weary, and sick. (Ultima 
21) 
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The chaotic scene makes Antonio physically ill. This 

act of violence is the first phase in Antonio's loss of 

innocence. He does not understand why good men, the men of 

the town, chased, cornered, and murdered Lupito, who was 

mentally ill because of the war. While tending to 

Antonio's physical cuts and bruises, Ultima also tends to 

his soul. Because Antonio has witnessed good men do bad 

deeds, his soul is torn by this moral paradox. Ultima's 

role as spiritual guide is to help Antonio integrate these 

experiences and to help him understand the complexities and 

perplexities of the temporal world. At this time in 

Antonio's life, he has been taught that there is heaven and 

hell, good and evil, life and death. He asks Ultima the 

fate of Lupito: 

'They killed Lupito,' ... 
'I know,' she nodded. 
'Will he go to hell?' I asked. 
'That is not for us to say, Antonio. The 

war-sickness was not taken out of him, he did not 
know what he was doing--' 

'And the men on the bridge, my father!' 
'Men will do what they must do,'. 
'The ways of men are strange, and hard to 

learn,' ... 'You will learn much, you will see 
much.' (Ultima 23) 

Antonio's heart continues to question the murder of 

Lupito. The next day he tries to sort out the situation 

with textbook catechism. He refers to hell, mortal sin, 

and Purgatory; but he is unable to accept these concepts in 

relation to the deadly deed he has witnessed: "I was 
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afraid to think anymore" (Ultima 29). Antonio seeks out 

Ultima; it is her knowledge he seeks to soothe the 

confusion he suffers in the deterioration of his innocence. 

The questions of Antonio are many. He wants to know of his 

father, "How can he go to communion! How can he take God 

in his mouth and swallow Him? Will God forgive his sin and 

be with him?" (Ultima 30). Antonio's knowledge of a rigid 

doctrine cannot aid him in his search for the meaning of 

justice and the concept of retribution. Ultima reassures 

him: "a man of the llano will not take a life of a llanero 

unless there is just cause .... And more important, mi 

hijo, you must never judge who God forgives and who He 

doesn't" (Ultima 31). Ultima's lesson of empathy calms 

Antonio's questioning. Ultima's lesson is one of 

reconciliation. Harner summarizes the philosophy of a 

shaman: "a true shaman does not challenge the validity of 

anyone else's experience. The master shaman will try to 

integrate even the most unusual experiences into his total 

cosmology" (Harner 45). Antonio must learn to view each 

man's life as he has lived it. He must learn to accept the 

path the man has chosen and reconcile his actions with that 

life. This philosophy is the message of Ultima's words. 

As the summer comes to a close, Antonio accompanies 

Ultima on her search for the herbs and plants she uses in 

her medicines. Their relationship grows. Ultima instructs 
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Antonio on how to search for the many different plants and 

how to pluck them from the earth. She teaches Antonio how 

to speak softly to the plants. Ultima's reverence for life 

is passed on to Antonio. Ultima instructs Antonio: "speak 

to the plant and tell it why we pulled it from its home in 

the earth" (Ultima 36). She teaches him about the spirit 

world. Antonio acknowledges his integration into Ultima's 

spiritual world and her close tutelage of him: 

But most important, I learned that there was 
beauty in the time of day and in the time of 
night, and that there was a peace in the river 
and in the hills. She taught me to listen to the 
mystery of the groaning earth and to feel 
complete in the fulfillment of its time. My soul 
grew under her careful guidance. (Ultima 14) 

Antonio knows he is privileged to have the love and 

friendship of Ultima. He trusts her completely. He feels 

the goodness of her nature, and he wants to participate in 

that goodness. This lesson begins Antonio's instruction in 

the knowledge of natural medicine, but his lesson in the 

use of magic will have him witness the real power of Ultima 

as a curandera and shaman. 

The summer of Antonio's most profound lesson is the 

surmner of uncle Lucas' illness. Before seeking the help of 

la curandera Antonio's grandfather sought the help of the 
- ' 
doctor from Las Vegas and the town priest. Both were 

unsuccessful. Antonio's Uncle Pedro travels to Guadalupe 

to ask Ultima for her help. Ultima does not refuse. 
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Before Ultima leaves for El Puerto, she explains her role 

as a shaman. No one understands the seriousness of what 

she communicates. Ultima's explanation of tampering with 

the fate of man and its consequences will not be understood 

by Antonio until he is fully initiated into manhood. 

During the healing ritual of Uncle Lucas, Antonio 

learns about the temporal world, the infinite world, white 

magic, and black magic. Ultima uses the young, healthy 

body of Antonio to aid her in the healing of Uncle Lucas. 

While Ultima employs her powers to heal Lucas, Antonio is 

in a semiconscious state. He is unable to differentiate 

time sequences. He observes Ultima's actions. There is no 

definite time limitation: "Time ceased to exist. Ultima 

came and went" (Ultima 93). While in this semiconscious 

state, Ultima's actions are very precise to Antonio. 

Although he hears and sees Ultima, he is unable to 

participate actively in the exorcism. During the exorcism, 

Ultima senses Antonio's fear and reminds him of the power 

of good: " . good is always stronger than evil. Always 

remember that, Antonio. The smallest bit of good can stand 

against all the powers of evil in the world and it will 

emerge triumphant" (Ultima 91). 

As a teacher, Ultirna performs the exorcism as Antonio 

observes. The exorcism experienced by Antonio and Ultima 
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solidifies their surrogate mother-son, teacher-student 

relationship: 

Ultima 

of his 

Ultima and I continued to search for plants and 
roots in the hills. I felt more attached to 
Ultima than my own mother. Ultima told me the 
stories and legends of my ancestors. From her I 
learned the glory and the tragedy of the history 
of my people, and I came to understand how that 
history stirred in my blood. (Ultima 115) 

aids Antonio in integrating the multiple heritages 

ancestral past. She gives him an insight that will 

enhance his ability to understand his destiny. 

Ultima's tutelage of Antonio is one based on helping 

Antonio find strength in himself and inner peace. Each 

summer Antonio spends with Ultima, Antonio begins to sense 

a change within himself: "In a way I felt relieved school 

was over. I had more time to spend with Ultima, and in her 

company I found a great deal of solace and peace" (Ultima 

213). Antonio admits that the inner peace he seeks is 

found with Ultima and on the llano: "The llano had come 

alive with spring, and it was comforting to walk in the 

hills and see the new birth take root and come-alive green" 

(Ultima 23). It is this inner peace and solace that Ultima 

knows Antonio will need to summon when the time comes. 

Antonio's faith is challenged again. Antonio 

witnesses, in the freezing blizzard, the violent struggle 

between Narciso and Tenorio. Tenorio murders Narciso. In 

spiritual anguish, Antonio suffers from pneumonia. Ultima 



nurses him with her herbs. She attends to Antonio's 

physical and emotional healing. In his feverish delirium 

(symbolic of the loss of innocence), Antonio is aware of 
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Ultima's presence: "And always Ultima was near me, caring 

for every turn I made in the progress of that hideous 

journey" (Ultima 145). The "hideous journey," Anaya 

implies in this passage, is loss of innocence. Antonio has 

witnessed Lupito's death and Narciso's death. Both men 

have been murdered, each undeserving of the manner of their 

demise. Lupito's insanity, the result of a greater chaos-

World War II--makes him guiltless of the tragedy he causes. 

Narciso's murder is the result of vengeance, a vicious 

hatred nurtured by evil intentions. Each time Antonio 

witnesses an atrocity, he questions good, evil, God, and 

forgiveness. It is Ultima who teaches Antonio not to lose 

faith in the power of goodness: "Ultima brings Antonio in 

touch with the inner resources that allow man to survive 

tragedy without defeat, that enable him to build the future 

on the strength of his past experience" (Malpezzi 109). 

This time Antonio does not ask the perplexing questions 

aloud; it is in his heart that the questions are asked. 

Antonio could not understand the murder of a kind, gentle 

individual such as Narciso, nor could he understand the 

lack of retribution for Tenorio. Antonio sees the good, 

the sympathy Ultima has for people; and he does not 
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understand people's ambivalence toward her. This 

description of Antonio's and Ultima's relationship reflects 

its strength and the growing maturation developing in 

Antonio because of the relationship: "I had been close to 

Ultima since she came to stay with us, but I was never 

closer or more appreciative of her good than those weeks 

when I was sick and she cared for me" (Ultima 182). 

Antonio is able to see the sympathy and goodness Ultima has 

for people. 

Ultima performs another exorcism in Aguas Negras when 

Mr. T~llez, Mr. Marez's friend, complains of evil spirits 

in his home. Mr. M~rez asks Ultima to intercede in his 

~ / 
behalf for Mr. Tellez. Ultima does not refuse Mr. Marez. 

She agrees to perform the ceremony. Both Ultima and Mr. 

Marez agree that interference in a man's destiny has dire 

/ consequences. Mr. Marez says that he will take 

responsibility. Mr. M&rez reaches out to help his friend; 

in turn Ultima, as Mr. Marez's friend, agrees to perform 

the ceremony. Once again Ultima's power has proven to work 

where a priest's power has failed. 

Another occurrence of loss tests Antonio severely. 

Antonio and Cico search for Florence to tell him of the 

golden carp because they feel he needs to believe in 

something. when the two boys seek Florence, they are 
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shocked because Florence has drowned. Antonio participates 

in the chaotic effort to rescue Florence, but it is too 

late. 

As Antonio suffers through his nightmare, brought on 

by the death of Florence, he cries out in his dream: "Why 

must I be witness to so much violence!" (Ultima 232). Each 

tragedy erodes Antonio's innocence. The tragedies force 

him to search for solace in God and the golden carp. 

Antonio searches for the answers to what he has witnessed 

thrice. He states that he has prepared his body and 

thoughts in hopes of communicating with God, but there is 

no communication. Antonio is not sure that he is ready to 

put his faith in the golden carp. As Antonio convulses in 

the pain of Florence's death, Ultima is there to comfort 

him. She tells Antonio: "The strengthening of a soul, the 

growing up of a boy is part of his destiny, but you have 

seen too much death" (Ultima 233). 

Ultima suggests that Antonio stay with his uncles so 

he can rest. There is reluctance on Antonio's part to 

leave Ultima. Ultima again reminds Antonio of the 

difficulties of maturation. She tempers his distress when 

she explains that life's sorrow is a part of the process: 

"Life is filled with sadness when a boy grows to be a man. 

But as you grow into manhood you must not despair of life, 

but gather strength to sustain you" (Ultima 234). As 



Ultima blesses Antonio for his trip to El Puerto, Antonio 

noticed that Ultima in her blessings "wished for strength 

and health within the person she blessed" (Ultima 234). 

She did not use the Trinity like his mother. It is 
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Ultima's philosophy of inner strength and goodness that 

affects Antonio the most. He is unable to accept an 

unforgiving and a vengeful God. After each tragedy, he has 

found solace and strength in the words and deeds of Ultima. 

Ultima's role as spiritual guide assists Antonio in his 

understanding of the complexities and contradictions of 

life. Malpezzi assesses the importance of Ultima's role in 

Antonio's life: "Thus, Ultima's role ... is to teach the 

boy, through her ultimate wisdom, to see the whole" 

(Malpezzi 108). Antonio must regain his spiritual strength 

because his faith and beliefs are to be tested again in the 

future. 

While he is at El Puerto, Antonio and his father talk 

of evil in the world, of what Antonio has witnessed. 

Antonio expresses his inability to find these answers in a 

,,I 

spiritual being. Mr. Marez attempts to explain this 

understanding that Antonio seeks. He uses the example of 

Ultima to explain the understanding Antonio seeks. He 

explains that Ultima's understanding is a sympathy she has 

for people. He acknowledges that Ultima's understanding of 
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people allows her to cure them of the spiritual, physical, 

and emotional illnesses they may suffer. 

Antonio does not resolve the issue of evil in the 

world or the understanding or sympathy Ultima possesses; 

that is still beyond his grasp, but he recognizes the 

changes that have taken place in him because of Ultima's 

understanding: 

The rest of the summer was good for me, good in 
the sense that I made strength from everything 
that had happened to me, so that in the end even 
the final tragedy could not defeat me. And that 
is what Ultima tried to teach me, that the tragic 
consequence of life can be overcome by the 
magical strength that resides in the human heart. 
( U 1 tima 2 3 7) 

Antonio's maturation progresses under the guidance of 

Ultima. This maturation prepares Antonio to accept the 

tragedy that happens to Ultima. The hatred that Tenorio 

holds for Ultima and the vengeance that he seeks culminates 

in Tenorio's shooting of Ultima's tona, the owl. In 

destroying the owl, Tenorio murders Ultima: "for when a 

person's spirit animal is killed, the person himself also 

dies" (Carpenter 18). 

Ultima's last lesson for Antonio integrates life and 

death. As Ultima lies dying, she reminds Antonio that she 

chose to "work for life" (247); therefore, she could accept 

her death as well. Ultima teaches Antonio that good can 

return harmony from disharmony. She speaks of their 
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friendship, an eternal friendship. In her last minutes, 

Ultima blesses Antonio, a symbolic gesture of his passing 

from childhood to manhood, from disharmony to harmony, from 

despair to strength. Antonio refers to this tragic moment 

as a time when he passed from a child to a man: "That shot 

destroyed the quiet, moonlit peace of the hill, and it 

shattered my childhood into a thousand fragments that long 

ago stopped falling and are now dusty relics gathered in 

distant memories" (Ultima 245). Anaya's reference to 

"fragment," "dusty relics" and "distant memories" implies 

that Antonio is able to integrate the events and teaching 

of his life as well as Ultima's guidance, a belief, a 

philosophy, and a perception that will help him seek what 

is harmonious and good in life. 

Ultirna's last lesson is symbolic in her blessing of 

Antonio: "I bless you in the name of all that is good and 

strong and beautiful, . . I shall be with you" (Ultima 

24 7) . In her blessing Ultima leaves a promise, a promise 

that Antonio will be able to find the solace, the peace, 

and the strength to continue the good they have shared. 



CHAPTER V 

Conclusion 

/ 

Antonio Marez's world is a rich yet fragmented world. 

Ultima, the Earth Goddess that emerges as one of the 

strongest, fictional female heroines in contemporary 

literature, nurtures Antonio's fragmented visions and 

anchors him to the soil of his birth. Under Ultima's 

careful guidance, Antonio is able to find the concept of 

wholeness in his life. This concept strengthens and molds 

his fragmented world into a full acceptance of who he is 

and how he can affect those around him in a positive 

manner. 

Ultima teaches Antonio that there is strength in 

knowing the wonders of nature and finding the good that 

life has to offer. Ultima is Antonio's Earth Mother 

because she teaches him how to find solace and peace in his 

surroundings and in his heart. The more Antonio feels 

anchored in the llano, the hills, and the land, the less he 

has faith in a surreal resurrection--unseen, untouchable, 

and unreachable. 

It is in the compassionate shadow of Ultima that this 

child becomes a man. The earthy qualities of Ultima 

53 
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nurture Antonio because she is the female goddess that 

provides love and forgiveness. She is the mother that 

provides wholeness, roots, and vision. She is also the 

soldier, the warrior that sees the spiritual self struggle 

to its fruition. After this struggle, she molds a young 

man's perception of his world, his heritage, and his 

approach to life. Through sharing Ultima's strength and 

resourcefulness, Antonio is heir to a legacy of a sympathy 

that provides a healing power that can only come from the 

heart. 

Anaya's philosophy of forgiveness, sympathy, strength, 

and goodness is seen in his heroine, Ultima. This 

presentation of a fictional female character depends upon 

its use of archetypal characteristics associated with 

female deities. Anaya combines the ancient world 

mythologies of Earth Goddesses, Great Goddesses, and Earth 

Mothers to create the character of Ultima. Through his use 

of these images, Anaya succeeds in creating a forgiving and 

loving goddess who can combat evil as well as provide love. 

The duality of his character Ultima is based on a female 

deity's ability to produce life and love or destroy life 

and create havoc. 

Anaya's knowledge of the ancient philosophies and 

recent influential philosophies of the multicultural New 

Mexican territory is seen in his ability to present such a 
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character of immense duality. He refers to the New 

Mexican-Indian heritage and the Catholic perception of the 

Virgin to sketch a goddess unequal in love and compassion 

as well as unrivaled in her power to destroy or interfere 

in a man's destiny. 

An integrated approach to creating a character of dual 

capabilities, originating from a culture that is replete 

with the mysteries of the female sex, succeeds in 

presenting a person of courage and strength. These two 

qualities are what traditional female characters often lack 

in contemporary Western literature. Anaya's Ultima not 

only possesses these qualities, but she is also a source 

for these qualities. 

The mysticism of Bless Me, Ultima gives another 

dimension to the complexities of Ultima's character. The 

shamanic Earth Mother qualities convey power and vision and 

integration. The quality of compassion is symbolic of her 

divinity. Through these perceptions Ultima, the Earth 

Mother, brings truth and compassion to the llano and to a 

young boy as he makes the transition to manhood and 

independence. 
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